
Using 

multimedia 

for your 

revision



There are lots of different apps and websites which exist 
nowadays to help you with your revision. They are engaging, 
available ‘on the go’, are typically free and remove the need to 
carry around textbooks and folders. They can help with:

• taking notes

• organising your notes

• memorising

• understanding topics

• organising your time



Simplemind allows you to create digital mindmaps

in incredible detail with the option to add colours, 

labels, images etc. 

CLICK HERE



Quizlet allows you to create flash cards online and test 

yourself / play games or you can use flashcards created 

by other people by searching for a topic

CLICK HERE



Memrise allows you to create key word/fact lists online 

and test yourself or you can use sets created by other 

people – there is a competitive leader board

Originally created 

for learning 

languages, the app 

now covers a range 

of subjects including 

science, maths, 

politics etc.



TED and TEDx talks cover a range of topics including 

how the brain works, what the political climate looks 

like in the USA, what the Quran says about the Hijab

CLICK HERE



YouTube has a wealth of revision videos based on specific topics from 

A-level specifications – a quick search for ‘History a-level The Tudors 

revision’ revealed the following:



Podcasts are an excellent way to revise on-the-go and, like YouTube, can 

be found for most a-level subjects and content. The website below is 

great for finding podcasts on the topics you are interested in:



Now use the remaining time to have a look at the apps and websites 

we have discussed today – try one of them and see if you think it could 

benefit you and your revision. Here’s a reminder of them all:

• Simplemind

• Quizlet

• Memrise

• Ted Talks

• YouTube

• Listen Notes


